
FAQ’s
CADDY® PYRAMID Tool-Free Height 

Adjustable EPDM Rooftop Pipe Supports

What roofing membranes 
can the CADDY® PYRAMID 
Tool-Free Height Adjustable 
EPDM Rooftop Pipe 
Supports be placed on?

Do I have to use a 
protective slip-sheet 
between the CADDY 
PYRAMID EPDM and 
the roof membrane?

What are the load ratings 
for the CADDY PYRAMID 
EPDM Rooftop Pipe 
Supports?

What are the standard 
case quantities, minimum 
order requirements and 
Terms of Sale?

What is the height 
adjustment per fin step 
and what are the minimum 
number of fins that must 
be engaged to ensure 
proper installation?

How do I know if the top 
and bottom parts of the 
CADDY PYRAMID EPDM 
Rooftop Pipe Supports 
are properly engaged?

www.erico.com

CADDY PYRAMID EPDM Rooftop Pipe Supports are made of a UV-stabilized 
ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPDM) rubber. They are suitable for use 
on single-ply, modified bitumen/built-up with a cap sheet or acrylic-based 
coating and metal roofing surfaces. Check with the roof membrane manufacturer 
if you have any additional compatibility questions.

Because these rooftop pipe supports are made of EPDM, a slip-sheet 
is probably not necessary. However, we recommend checking with the 
roofing membrane manufacturer for all compatibility concerns.

RPSE1H24 – 170 lbs
RPSE1H57 – 170 lbs
RPSE2H46 – 250 lbs

The standard units per case are 20 for the RPSE1H24, 10 for the RPSE1H57 
and 10 for the RPSE2H46. ERICO’s standard Terms and Conditions of Sale 
and freight policies apply.

Each fin step represents a ½” increment. At the highest height level, 
THREE fins must be engaged to ensure proper installation and load rating.

Installation instructions are included in each case. A properly installed 
support will have snug-fitting top and base portions. After reaching the 
proper height, slide or insert the top part into the bottom base. Squeeze 
the two parts together to ensure they have snapped together and are snug.
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